We are Daxxa!
Definitely not a typical recruitment agency with recruiters walking around
in suits and ties hunting for deals to get their numbers higher so that their
manager won’t get rusty!
We believe that putting pressure on people always makes them to do a task
with hurry as they only want to get it done.
At Daxxa (IT Department) we don’t like targets, we don’t like suits and we
don’t work from 9 to 5! We love helping people achieve their goals because
it gets us closer to our goals as well, That’s the reason we are specialized
in finding talents you can not just find on Linkedin or Monsterboard, what
we do is real head hunting as we use our sources to get in touch with the
most elite talents! Curious how? Keep reading!
Specializations
Daxxa is specialized in the following sectors
Information Technology ( IT )
Construction
Transport and Technic
Landscaping
Ground, Roads and Water Constructions
Metal and Technic
Each team works in a separate department with separated offices and of
course the head quarters based in Oud Gastel the Netherlands. You may
find our colleagues in different industries here

IT:
As we are living in 2020 and even breathing will set out data pretty
soon, it is not a surprise that almost every company requires
a professional IT team.
Of course, we know that there are already hundreds of agencies in
the Netherlands that do the same as us but we are different!
Let’s take a look at why we are different:
1:
No Targets
2:
No cure? No pay.
3:
72 hours guarantee
4:
Different Network
5:
House, Travel? Check
6:
Weekly Cashing
7:
Market Knowledge

8:
Cover Letter

1: No Targets
You will receive quality matches as we are one of the few
(if not the only one) agencies in the Netherlands that does not have a target policy, this is proven to be more effective as our team does not focus on
individual targets rather than quality candidates.
2: No cure? No pay.
You might have heard this one before; If we don’t find a match for you, you
don’t have to pay us anything. We will arrange payments once you and our
candidate have agreed on each other terms and ready to work with each
other. Simply, We will search the world for the right candidate for you for
free and you don’t even have to wait long because:
3: 72 hours guarantee
You will receive 2 to 3 match profiles within 72 hours. Guaranteed.
4: Different Network:
You won’t receive just any candidate. Beside typical searching tools
(LinkedIn, Monsterboard, etc…) We use our local sources in the
following countries (which are often IT talent sources) :
Turkey, Iran, Portugal and Brazil.
Giving you a simple example; not everyone in these countries uses
LinkedIn and mostly they have been working for the same company for
years where they have never thought of making a LinkedIn profile!
We use our local offices in Iran, Turkey and Portugal to get to know and
find these talents and bring them to the Netherlands.
5: House, Travel? Check
All you need to do is an interview! We are once again one of the few (if not
the only one) agencies in the Netherlands who also offers candidates relocation with a set up house in the Netherlands. Simply said a candidate who
arrives in the Netherlands, has access to house and travelling material (can
be car, bike, OV, etc…) since the beginning, all you need to do is to set up
an interview and we arrange the rest A-Z. Easy!

6: Weekly Cashing
You will never have to deal with payment problems as we pay out all the
candidates each week on Friday right before the weekend.
7: Market Knowledge
You will receive quality candidates will have a last interview with our IT
department manager who is a IT professional himself, therefore you will be
sure of their quality.
8: Cover Letter
You will not just receive an email on your inbox with CV’s. We introduce all
our candidates with 2 cover letters; one from the candidate and also one
from our account manager/recruiter explaining
Why he/she/we think that it is going to be a good match for your company.
Each candidate will be introduced separately.
As Daxxa we are always pleased to help you further with the grow of
your company and department, not just because of the money but mostly
because we are a young team working hard to have a bright future and to
have a bright future we are dedicated not work hard but to work smart.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding
this matter.

Adress :
Vleutensevaart 100
3532 AD
Utrecht
IT Manager : +1 (0)6 14 60 77 91 (Farzad)
IT Recruiter : +1 (0)6 14 60 77 93 (Amir)

